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INDICES AND NULLITIES OF YANG-MILLS FIELDS

HAJIME URAKAWA

ABSTRACT. In this note, we give an upper estimate of index and nullity of

every Yang-Mills field R on every principal bundle P with structure group G

over a Riemannian manifold (M, g) with Ricci tensor Ric > kg, k > 0, in terms

of dim(M), dim(G), k, and ||i?||oo-

1. Introduction and statement of a result. Bourguignon and Lawson [B.L]

obtained the second variation formula of Yang-Mills functional

yM(v) = U iifivn2,
¿ Jm

introduced the notions of index ¿(V) and nullity n(V) of a Yang-Mills connection

V, and showed that there are no Yang-Mills connections V on Sn, n > 5, with the

condition i(V) = 0 (cf. [B.L, Theorem 7.11]). Therefore it would be interesting to

give estimates of the index ¿(V) and nullity n(V) of Yang-Mills connections V.

Following [B.L], we prepare some notations.

Let G be a compact Lie group, and P a principal G-bundle over a compact

Riemannian n-manifold M. For a faithful orthogonal representation p; G —> On,

we consider a G-vector bundle E — Px^R" associated to P by p. Each connection

on P corresponds to a G-connection VonË (cf. [B.L]). We denote by Ce the

totality of G-connections on E. To each G-connection V on E, the curvature Rv,

given by

Rx,Y — [Vx, Vy] - V[X,y],

for tangent vectors X, Y on M, is a two form on M with values in the bundle soe

whose fiber soe,x, x G M, consists of skew symmetric endomorphisms of the fiber

Ex of E. The norm of Rv at each point x is given by

WR    Hz = /Jl^ej.eJ2.
i<3

where {ei,..., e„} is an orthonormal basis of the tangent space TXM and the inner

product of the fiber soe,x is given by

(A,B) = Atrace(*Aoß),

for A, B € soe,x- The Yang-Mills functional y M on Cm is defined as

yM(v) = U iifivn2
* Jm
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for each V 6 Ce. Moreover we define, for the sake of later use, the supremum norm

||fiv||00 of fiv by

(1.1) ||fiv||0O=sup||fiv||x.
z£M

There exists a subbundle gE of soe corresponding to a bundle Qp := P XAd 0

through p. Let f2p(0£;), 0 < p < n, be the space of gE valued p-forms on M. We

get (cf. [B.L, p. 194]) an exterior differential dv; üp(qe) -» fip+1(0¿?) and the

adjoint operator <5V; Up(qe) —► ^p~x(&e) corresponding to V G Ce- It is known

(cf. [B.L]) that B = V - V belongs to Üx(ßE) for each V, V G CE- An element

V in Ce is called a Yang-Mills connection if

d_

dt
¿/M(V') = 0,

t=o

for every one-parameter family of connections V G Ce with Vo = V and d/dt\ t=oV*

= Be ^Ix(&e)- The second variational formula is stated as follows.

THEOREM  1.1   (CF.   [B.L,  THEOREM  6.8]).   For a Yang-Mills connection

V = Vo G CE andB = d/dt\ t=oV* G VI1 (&E) with <5VB = 0, we have

d?_

dt2 J/M(V*) = f (SV(B),B),
t=o Jm

where Sv is a differential operator on FIx(qe) given by

SV(B) := V*VS + B o Rie + 2KV(B),        B G nx(QE).

Here V*V is the rough Laplacian on fip(0E) defined by

n

V*V^ = - £ {Vej Vei(p - VDe^},
J=l

p 6  np(gß),   «v/lere D is the Levi-Civita connection of (M,g).    The operator

Ric; TXM —► TXM ¿s i/ie fiz'eez transform defined by

n

Ric(X) = £fix,eje¿,

j=i

uv/iere fi ¿s £/ie curvature tensor of(M,g). And fioRic is defined by (JBoRic)(X) :=

S(Ric(X)), X G TXM.  The operator X"v; Qx(gE) -* Vx(qe) is defined by

/Cv(B)(X) = ¿[fiJ)X,JB(ei)].

3 = 1

Since Sv is an elliptic, selfadjoint operator on ^Ix(qe), its restriction to T° :=

Ker(¿v) C Qx(Qe) has eigenvalues Ai < A2 < ■ • ■ with associated finite-dimensional

eigenspaces E\l, E\2,_

DEFINITION 1.2 (CF. [B.L,6.10]). The index of a Yang-Mills connection V

is the dimension t'(V) := dim(Q)x<QE\), and the nullity of V is the dimension

n(V) := dim(£70).

Now we can state our main theorem.
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THEOREM 1.3. Assume that (M, g) is a compact Riemannian manifold whose

Ricci tensor satisfies Ric > kg with a positive constant k. Then the index i(V) and

the nullity n(V) of a Yang-Mills connection V over M can be estimated as follows:

(I) Ifk - 2V2nllRvl\oo > 0, then i(V) = n(V) = 0.
(II) Ifk- 2V2n||fivUoo = 0, then t(V) = 0 and n(V) < dim(G).
(III) In case k - 2v/2n||fiv||00 < 0:

(i) Ifn> 3, we have

i(V) + n(V) < dim(G)(l + \)A{1 + (n - 1)1^-^(1 + A)"1'1},

where

A := 2v/2fc"11|fiv||oo - n"1 = (n/c)-1(2v/2n||fiv||00 - k).

(ii) If n = 2, we have

¿(V) + n(V) < dim(G)(l + ¿)B{1 + AB2},

where

B := 4V2fc-1||fiv||00 - 1 = fc-1(4v/2||Äv||0O - k).

REMARK 1.4. The function (1 + l/x)x in x satisfies

lim(l+i)I = l    and    (1 + ±)x < e    for all x > 0.
x—»0 x x

2. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Assume that the Ricci tensor of (M, g) satisfies

Ric > kg with k > 0. Put PV(B) := B o Ric + 2KV(B), B G Qx(qe). Then we
obtain

LEMMA 2.1.   We have

(Pv(B),B)x>(k-2V2n\\Rv\\oc)(B,B)x,

for all B G ÍIx(qe)- Here (-, -)x is the pointwise inner product on Ùx(se) as in §1-

PROOF. Since (B o Ric, B)x > k(B,B)x, B G üx(qe), we have only to show,

for each £ G îïx(qe),

\(Kv(B),B)x\<V2n\\Rv\\oc(B,B)x.

Since (KV(B),B)X coincides, by definition, with

Y,(Kv(B)(e3),B(e3))x= ¿ ([^,(/,B(et-)], B(e0))x,
J = l 3,k=l

we have, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

\«V(B),B)X\<  ¿ ||[fieVfc,e3.,ß(efc)]llx||fi(e,)IU
j',fc=i

<V^¿ l|fieIe,llx||ß(efc)||I||ß(eJ)||I,
3,k=l
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due to the inequality in [B.L, Lemma 2.30].  Therefore, by definition of ||fiv|

the right-hand side is smaller than or equal to

V2||fiv||00  ¿  ||ß(efc)||I||ß(eJ)||x = ^||fiv||oofel|ß(e
k,j = l \j=l

< V2n||fiv||00 ¿ ||fi(e,)||2 = v^n||fiv]|oo||ß||I,

3 = 1

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.    Q.E.D.

Now we give an estimation of z'(V) + n(V) of a Yang-Mills connection V using

the heat equation method due to Bérard-Gallot [B.G]. We denote the eigenval-

ues of Sv|r°, Sv and V*V counted with their multiplicities by A¿, A¿, and A¿,

respectively. Then by the mini-max principle, we get, for each i,

À,>Àt>Ât + fc-2v/2n||fiv||oo.

Therefore for each t > 0,

oo _ oo

(2.1) t(V) + n(V) <£%-**' <J2e~tX%
i=\ i=\

oo

< e-t(k-2V2n\\Rv\\ao) \^e-t\.

i=l

Applying Kato's type inequality due to Hess, Schrader and Uhlenbrock in [H.S.U]

to our case of the rough Laplacian V*V on Qx(qe), we obtain, for each t > 0,

(2.2) ¿(V) + n(V) < dim(G)e-t(fc-2v/2n|lRV|l~)ZM(i).

Here Zm(í) is the trace of the heat kernel of d/dt + Am of smooth functions on M,

and Am is the (positive) Laplacian of (M, g). Moreover applying the inequality in

[B.G, Corollary 2.2] to our Riemannian manifold (M,g) with Ric > kg, k > 0, we

get

ZM(t) < ZSn(kt),        i>0,

where Zs*(t) is the trace of the heat kernel of the standard unit sphere (5",can).

Therefore we obtain

(2.3) i(V) +n(V) < dim(G)Inf{e-1(fc-2V2n||ñV|l»)ZSn(rCí);t > 0}.

It is known (cf. [B.G.M]) that, if n > 2,

CO

ZSn(i) = £mfee-tfc(fe+"-1),

k=o

where

mk={nJk   ^,)!(n + 2fc-l),        fc = 0,l,2,,
k\(n - 1)!
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Then Z$"(t) is estimated as follows:

(i) If n > 3,

oo

ZSn(t) < 1 + J2(nk)n-Xe'tnk

fc=i

< 1 + (n - l)!nn-xe-tB(l - e~tn)-n.

(ii) If n = 2,
oo

ZS2(r)<l + 2^fce-tfc

fc=2

<l + 2e-2t(2-e-t)(l-e-t)-2.

Using these inequalities and putting e* = 1 + 1/A in (2.3) in case of (i), or

e* = 1 + \/B in (2.3) in case of (ii), respectively, we obtain the desired estimates of

¿(V) + n(V) in case of (III). In case of (I) or (II), using the inequalities (2.1), (2.2)

and the fact that limt_00 Zm(í) = 1, we obtain the desired results.    Q.E.D.

REMARK 2.2. The analogous estimates of indices and nullities for harmonic

maps are obtained in [U].
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